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CLASSES
NEW ONLINE CLASS: TRANSLATING LANDSCAPE
The landscape is a gentle way of exploring the elements that are integral to making meaningful work: line,
value, color, shape, edges, composition. In this 6-lesson class, we will use our study of landscape to work at
finding our unique mark, learning and reinforcing design concepts, drawing with intent, and simplifying.
For details and to register: carlasonheim.com/online-classes/translating-landscape/
This class is available online.
$85

DRAWING: THE EVOCATIVE & DEPICTIVE PROCESS
Mastery of freehand drawing takes practice. Drawing will lead to fluency; a wonderful springboard for future
disciplines in the creative field. In addition to learning freehand drawing skills, time will be spent on the
formation of concepts as they relate to the design/drawing process – why we draw, what we draw and how
we draw, with the power of mark making, working with different mediums in six creative sessions.
All levels welcome. Two classes offered. January 14 - February 18, 2019
Monday Afternoons 1:30PM - 4PM
Monday Evenings 5PM - 7:30PM
$425
WATERCOLOR PAINTING
In six creative sessions, we will develop an understanding of transparent watercolor, discover its characteristic
four variables and work with beauty of the paint. We will study design and composition, along with the
magical and fluid aspect of watercolor.
All levels welcome. Two classes offered. January 15 - February 19, 2019
Tuesday Afternoons 1:30PM - 4PM
Tuesday Evenings 5PM - 7:30PM
$425

MONOTYPE, MIXED MEDIA & COMPOSITION
In six creative sessions, we will develop an understanding in the power of mark-making and composition
utilizing the monotype press. Design concepts covered: line, mark, shape, texture and tone; elements related
to dynamic mark making with monotype press techniques and pastel with color; powerful paintings and
drawings unique to your authentic self will result and a strong understanding of composition and design.
All levels welcome. Two classes offered. January 16 - February 20, 2019
Wednesday Afternoons 1:30PM - 4PM
Wednesday Evenings 5PM - 7:30PM
$425

WORKSHOPS
EXPRESSIVE LANDSCAPES IN POMEROY, WA
In this four day workshop, we will begin by observing the environment of Eastern Washington and its
surrounding context: to learn about the ‘power of a place’ through drawing and painting. Sketches, paintings,
drawings, collages will be created of landscape; creating ‘evocative’ works, furthering a concept of ‘place’;
utilizing tools of watercolor, pastel, charcoal, and graphite. Fields trips in the surrounding area for gathering
evidence and experiencing the incredible countryside and a home base studio is planned.
All levels welcome. Plenty of one-on-one learning, lessons, critiques, and demos.
May 15 -19, 2019
$500
UNLEASHING COLOR WITH MARIE THIBEAULT
In this exciting course, the student will explore color concepts and expression in a guided process of collage
and painted studies. Course structure and will be contextualized within the history of painting, and each
student will gain an understanding of how color use can enhance and strengthen their own creative work. This
class is designed for those who have some painting experience although it is open to anyone interested in
exploring the subject. Gouache and collage materials will be used in combination on paper.
Swedish Club, 1920 Dexter Ave N, Seattle, WA 98109
June 5 - 8, 2019 10AM - 4PM
$525
2 DAY WORKSHOP: EXPRESSIVE LANDSCAPE DRAWING
Expressive Landscape Drawing will guide you through stimulating exercises, focusing on expressive drawing,
a free form, abstract approach that any eager artist can master; working with line, mark, shape, texture and
tone and critical design concepts related to dynamic mark making.
All levels welcome.
January 19 + 20, 2019
$275 includes lunch each day.

